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MDS - the efficient solution for mobile logistics management 
The Mobile Device System (MDS) was recently developed by 
Dr. Thomas + Partner in cooperation with Swiss-AS. The idea of 
linking a state-of-the-art warehouse management system with 
AMOS was created with CrossConsense, a Swiss-AS’ partner. 
AMOS customers may now license an efficient mobile solution 
for their warehouse management which is fully linked to AMOS.  
In Dr. Thomas + Partner, Swiss-AS has found a partner with 
many years of experience in the logistics field in general and 
particularly in mobile data collection. The MDS has been 
especially adapted for the high demands of the aviation 
industry and is a mobile user interface for modern intra-
logistics processes, covering the areas of material taking, 
material transfer and inventory control. 

Launch customer TUIfly up and running with MDS 
Employees at TUIfly, an AMOS customer in Hannover, Germany, 
where the MDS is already installed are using mobile hand-held 
devices in their daily work. A precondition to implement the 
MDS is a WLAN connection in the warehouse and barcodes for 
all store locations. 
The constant connection with Wi-Fi enables a data exchange in 
real time while providing people with prompt and accurate 
information on all pending operations. All transaction bookings, 
such as receiving goods, picking/returning of material, location 
transfer bookings and inventory adjustment postings are 
directly done with the hand-held devices connected with the 
host system. 

Advantages of implementing MDS  
At a glance, the MDS adds value in the following areas: 
- Less errors since no longer manual data entry 
- Transfer, taking and inventory of stock is controlled directly 

by the system 
- All bookings can be made locally 
- Running processes can be tracked online 
- Out of stock items are immediately detected   

Implementation approach and further inquiries 
Swiss-AS is now facing a strong demand for the 
implementation of the MDS which has been well received by 
the AMOS community. 
Regarding all pre- and post-sales inquiries, Swiss-AS will act as 
a single point of contact for the customers and coordinate the 
collaboration with Dr. Thomas + Partner.  
For further information, please watch the MDS film 
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fjRnQMt2Xh4) or kindly 
contact Swiss-AS Marketing via our homepage 
http://www.swiss-as.com/contact.do. 

About Dr. Thomas + Partner  
Dr. Thomas + Partner is a highly respected and well-known 
expert company in the field of logistics software.  
By providing its wide and reputable customer base with IT 
solutions within the logistics environment, Dr. Thomas + 
Partner has gained professional experience during more than 
30 years in business. The company is based in Karlsruhe, 
Germany, and employs a workforce of over 80 people. 

About Swiss AviationSoftware and AMOS 
AMOS - developed and distributed by Swiss AviationSoftware - 
is a comprehensive, fully-integrated software package that 
successfully manages the maintenance, engineering and 
logistics requirements of modern airlines and MRO providers by 
fulfilling all airworthiness standards. Swiss-AS is a 100% 
subsidiary of Swiss International Air Lines Ltd., and counts more 
than 110 customers worldwide to its loyal customer base, 
including pure operators of all sizes, major low-cost, regional 
and flag carriers, large airline groups and MRO providers.  
The fact that none of them has ever replaced AMOS by another 
system speaks for itself. Swiss-AS’ AMOS is one of the industry-
leading MRO software world-wide. Swiss-AS has its 
headquarters in Basel, Switzerland, and is also represented in 
Miami, FL, USA.                                           
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